May 7, 2018
6:30 PM

Non-public Session RSA 91-A:3,II, (a), (c) & (e)

PRESENT:

Rusty Bridle, Chairman
Regina Barnes, Vice-chairman
Rick Griffin, Selectman
Jim Waddell, Selectman
Mary-Louise Woolsey, Selectman
Frederick Welch, Town Manager
Jamie Sullivan, Deputy Town Manager

At approximately 6:31 PM, on MOTION made by Selectman Waddell, SECONDED by
Selectman Barnes, the Board voted unanimously by roll call (5-0) to go into a non-public
session under RSA 91-A:3,II, (a), (c) & (e).
VOTE:

5-0-0

[Minutes Sealed]
At approximately 6:55 PM, the non-public session was adjourned and the Board returned to
public session on MOTION made by Selectman Waddell, SECONDED by Woolsey.
VOTE:

5-0-0

At approximately 6:56 PM, on MOTION made by Selectman Bridle, SECONDED by Vice
Chairman Barnes, the Board voted unanimously by roll call vote (5-0), to seal the minutes of
the non-public session under RSA 91-A: 3, III on the grounds that they could affect adversely
the reputation of any person other than a member of this Board, or jeopardize the effectiveness
of the actions to be taken
The non-public session recessed at approximately 6:57 PM.
7:00 PM

Public Session – Selectmen’s Room

PRESENT:

Rusty Bridle, Chairman
Regina Barnes, Vice-chairman
Rick Griffin, Selectman
Jim Waddell, Selectman
Mary-Louise Woolsey, Selectman
Frederick Welch, Town Manager

SALUTE TO THE FLAG
I.

Public Comment Period
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Lynn Larsen, 553 Ocean Boulevard: create awareness and express disappointment that the
area north of Boars Head is not included in the funded portion in the plan in the two options
being presented by the HBAC; roads and sidewalks in area north of Boars Head are deplorable;
safety concern; failed drainage systems; feud between Town and State on maintaining road
and sidewalks hurts taxpayers and visitors; safety and maintenance issues; recently built new
home; now allowed to use fertilizers; maintain all drains; understand need to protect natural
resources; upsetting to see that the State nor Town is held to the same standards that she is; do
not understand why the damage occurring on a much great scale due to poor roadside work
and drain conditions, considered lesser priority for funding than cosmetic and parking
improvements at South Beach; lost at least a foot of soil from yard; deep gouges running on
both sides of property; topsoil went directly into marsh; not alone in this as many neighbors
suffered greater damage; some area sidewalks are impassable; no one assuming responsibility;
during storms plows shoved rocks, sand, soil and huge sections of pavement off street into
yards; riding bicycles hazardous; lack of bike land and sometimes median strip; drag races;
speeding; transportation study did not support two lanes of traffic; unreasonable 100% of
money is being spent in South Beach only; long neglected issues; last meeting attended was
told not to worry, would be included in plan; pushes needs of improvements way too far into
future; suggest this Board exert influence to address concerns.
Brian Mills, Aquarion Water: review of agenda discussing fire hydrants and maintenance;
issue have been working closely with Town and North Hampton; take it very seriously; last
October was a letter of commitment signed having to deal with a number of issues; responsible
to update reports; new reports were delivered in April for 2018; questions and issues having to
do with 2017 hydrant reports; met with Fire Chief’s to discuss fire service, hydrants, big
projects to get feedback.
II.

Announcements and Community Calendar (18:20)
Selectman Barnes: HBAC laminated flyers; posted in North Beach area for details to attend
the May 10, 2018 meeting at Marston School @ 7:00PM.
Selectman Waddell: motorcycles and car speeding; slow down; keep noise down.
Selectman Griffin: May 10th meeting have been a lot of conversation about it; Lynn Larsen
has done a wonderful job of getting the word out there and we appreciate it.
Chairman Bridle: lived in that area for 40+ years; motorcycles and cars do tend to use as a
highway; water has been flooding out those yards forever; not saying that the drains do not
need to be repaired; shoveled more rocks out of our yard down there; understand plight; work
to get corrections done; sidewalk elevation across the street need to make more accessible; the
steep 3’ embankment to try to walk up is ridiculous; encourage everybody to go to the meeting
on May 10th voice concerns; do not have summer help working yet; State cleaned up; people
leave trash on the beach; being warmer get summer help; do the best to clean up.
Selectman Griffin: not only ocean water, it is the rain water; 10 drains that do not work that is
supposed to take the rain water off; torrents were going everywhere due to last week’s rain; a
lot comes from Boars Head.

III.

Approval of Minutes (23:15)
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Selectman Waddell MOTIONED to APPROVE the April 23, 2018 Public Session Minutes
SECONDED by Selectman Woolsey.
VOTE:

4-0-1(Bridle)

Selectman Barnes MOTIONED to APPROVE the April 23, 2018 Non-public Session Minutes
SECONDED by Selectman Waddell.
VOTE:
IV.

4-0-1(Bridle)

Consent Agenda (23:35)

Selectman Woolsey MOTIONED to MOVE the Consent Agenda SECONDED by Selectman
Waddell.
VOTE:
V.

5-0-0

Appointments
Aquarion Fire Hydrants
Chairman Bridle: not seeing Henry; should we motion to place on next week’s agenda
Selectman Barnes MOTIONED to place this appointment on the May 21, 2018 agenda
SECONDED by Selectman Woolsey.
VOTE:

5-0-0

Departmental Update
Chief Ayotte: fielded 1,192 calls for service; 595 fire calls and 597 patient contacts; structure
fires in Hampton; responded to fire in Seabrook, fatality; responded to mutual aid in Hampton
Falls, Exeter, and Kensington; fire at duplex on Johnson Avenue; fire at Emerald Isle Motel;
mutual aid fire in Greenland; Marsh @ 23 Driftwood Road; storm caused primary radio system
to fail; Crossway Terrace on Winnacunnet Road for structure fire, resident suffered severe
burns; C Street fire, resident rescued, wind driven fire, shift was fully staffed; received mutual
aid from 17 communities. Medical services 597 calls; 418 patients transported; Seabrook free
standing ER is destination 20.5% of time; EMS responded to 14 calls for overdose;
administered Narcan 16 times; treated 13 patients acute coronary; numbers consistent over last
3 years; provide CPR training; training to Unitil, Planet Fitness and Foss Manufacturing;
trained local home school group and NH Chapter of Sea Cadets; 63 people trained in National
Campaign Stop the Bleed, promotes bystander First Aid; trained all the schools. New
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ambulance anticipated to be in service before summer season; 2 firefighters will complete their
Paramedic Training. Fire Prevention performed 65 inspections; issued 44 permits; collected
$1,583.50; finalize permits for fireworks. Communications answered 7,330 phone calls; many
were service needs due to inclement weather; during storms had to deal with fires; continue to
work with HPD in developing plans for response potential for threats to schools; 4 attending
training for on-site training; several storms this season, which caused overtime; waiting for
word on Firefighters grant; Engine 2 has been placed in service; Marine 1 serviced; Ladder 1
will be out of service for maintenance; Engine 4 exposed to salt water, components corroded,
transported for repairs; because of a fire the soup kitchen is using a bay at the beach fire station
until they can find a home.
Selectman Woolsey: appreciate your report; you are understaffed; any hope of getting a grant;
looks like you need 8 more bodies. Chief Ayotte: one thing about grants is they are not
guaranteed; vie for them; going against other communities; running down; would like to
discuss in future to maintain all 9 at all times; Safer Grant; FEMA Grant; meet certain
standards; go towards national standard; should be 17 people respond to fire; mutual aid; would
not rely upon; looking at staffing models.
Selectman Woolsey: ambulances at the beach; should have 2 at the beach during the summer
season. Chief Ayotte: our goal is to maintain; paramedic will be stationed at beach fire station;
medical treatment would get there directly with engine response; staffing second ambulance
would require 10 people per day; taxpayer dollars.
Selectman Woolsey: one ambulance at beach; paramedic responds to walk-ins; town growing;
would like to ask Chief to produce reports to give to the Budget Committee; comprehensive
report.
Chairman Bridle: have no problem with that.
Selectman Woolsey: action wipes. Chief Ayotte: to decontaminate; on skin where soot is
going to accumulate, using the wipes, which are like baby wipes; remove carcinogen before
they get in the truck; emotional subject; take utility truck so crews can take off gear; the gear
is brought back and put into the washer, extractor, then dry it; doing same for mutual aid
companies; get everyone cleaned up.
Selectman Woolsey: skin can absorb the poisonous substances and cause greater risks. Chief
Ayotte: breathing the smoke/soot is a big problem; masks; cover skin; coming through the
gear; why they are coming home without gear on.
Selectman Barnes: Engine 3 has everything an ambulance has, except the way to get a person
to the hospital. Chief Ayotte: yes, all medication, monitors, trauma equipment is all there;
provide care; outside mutual aid ambulance to transport.
Selectman Barnes: tremendous; you guys are great; last year we asked the state to split the
cost.
Chairman Bridle: they said no.
Chief Ayotte: it was about $35,000 for us and $45,000 for the state; day coverage; July 6Labor Day.
Selectman Waddell: staffing; currently do you feel you are providing a safe environment to
the people; ambulance/fire wise. Chief Ayotte: Yes, crews are doing a tremendous job.
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Selectman Waddell: in this year’s budget you will be talking about that with us and the Budget
Committee. Chief Ayotte: yes.
Selectman Waddell: going to Seabrook to the ER; cost duration. Chief Ayotte: one physician
on duty; turnaround time for our crews is significantly faster; major trauma will go to the right
facility.
Selectman Waddell: percent increase of calls this year over last year. Chief Ayotte:
approximately even; call volume slightly down; intensity/severity of calls greater.
Selectman Griffin: shared response is important; understand Seabrook is not that busy; hoping
will be busier during the summer; good to have opportunity to go there; opening another in
Dover; growth at Portsmouth Hospital. Chief Ayotte: they are; Level 2 trauma certified;
Exeter is undergoing to go to Level 3 trauma certification.
Selectman Griffin: which is the strongest capability, 3 or 2? Chief Ayotte: 2, more capability;
MA General is 1.
Chairman Bridle: vehicles for the storm; borrowed from someone else; are you looking at
some for us? Chief Ayotte: we are Chief Sawyer is looking into that; police side of the
Homeland Security Grants more sufficient path in acquiring vehicles.
Chairman Bridle: your guys did one heck of a job at the beach fire; surprised we didn’t lose
more of that block; thank you to your men and women; career day at Hampton Academy
Middle School; good to see employees doing that; spoke with a lady from the soup kitchen,
such a great response from the firefighters that helped them doing everything that was needed,
community appreciated it; manpower; think we need to concentrate on the summer for 9;
should look at going to 10 eventually; great report.
Selectman Woolsey: he is not just responsible for the ambulance at the beach, but he has to
staff that boat. Chief Ayotte: that is not separately staffed; cross-trained.
Fire Turn-out Gear
Selectman Woolsey: concerned; ask Fred to explain the fund set-up, so we can keep on top of
this; we cannot have a lack of proper turnout gear with proper dates; cannot be more than 10
years old.
Town Manager Welch: if we have two sets of complete certified gear for each firefighter; 80
pieces of equipment; cost $240,000; do not want to front up all at once; suggestion is put
together an account separate from budget; place $138,000 into account; then put in 1/10 th of
the cost per year into account; draw down as we need the equipment; always have cushion; if
skip a year we can afford to do that; every 10 years; $24,000 per year every year; interest on
account.
Selectman Woolsey: some individuals retire; replace by another firefighter, but incoming
firefighters may not be the same size; need new gear; 11 firefighters gear needs to be replaced
next year; see gaps in list; pants and coats are different years; how do we get this figured out.
Chief Ayotte: in 2015, as new Fire Chief, I brought forward the idea we were going to be in
trouble in 2019; in 2009 there were 33 sets purchased due to grant; will get 4 sets this year; 5
sets remaining to be purchased with a jacket; done upgrades as needed; repairs as needed.
Selectman Griffin: we should let the people that are in charge do it; not up to us.
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Selectman Woolsey: it is up to us.
Selectman Griffin: we need to listen to the people that are head of these departments; Mr.
Welch knows what he is doing; you ought to go read a book.
Selectman Woolsey: new washing machines when the beach was built; had 2 new ones. Chief
Ayotte: bought one new one and had one at Winnacunnet Road; in the course of 30 hours we
can wash all sets of gear that were at a fire.
Selectman Woolsey: but that is when the secondary gear comes in. Chief Ayotte: correct
Selectman Woolsey: secondary gear. Chief Ayotte: submitted our Capital Improvement Plant
with Mr. Welch; for 2019, I have put in for a second set of gear for $130,000; 40 sets of gear;
longer duration; one-time purchase.
Selectman Woolsey: this is 2018.
Selectman Griffin: are we doing budgeting here tonight; this is ridiculous.
Chairman Bridle: we have talked about it; the Fire Chief has explained his proposal; the Town
Manager has explained what he would like to see done; as we move forward with the budgeting
process we will bring it back.
Selectman Griffin: it is not up to us to run the department.
Selectman Waddell: can we go around and have everyone to talk.
Selectman Woolsey: I think we have every right to ask particularly.
Chairman Bridle: you asked?
Selectman Woolsey: particularly; this is public safety.
Selectman Waddell: I would like to hear from someone else on the Board.
Selectman Woolsey: what if he has 5 more fires.
Selectman Barnes: since you have been on board you have been fairly aggressive in tackling
this and going to make sure all the primaries are available than the secondary’s; looks like you
have it worked out. Chief Ayotte: yes.
Selectman Waddell: you have a plan in effect; been dealing with it; money in the budget.
Chief Ayotte: yes.
Selectman Waddell: do you have complaints from the firefighters about it. Chief Ayotte: no.
Selectman Waddell: working cooperatively to make sure we have a safe environment. Chief
Ayotte: yes.
Selectman Waddell: I was getting the impression someone was saying it was not being dealt
with and I do not think that is the case; I think it was being dealt with up front and will continue
to be dealt with up front.
Selectman Griffin: I have heard Mr. Welch discuss it; listened to you in the past; everyone is
doing a good job; I do not think it is our job here at the BOS to run your department or Mr.
Welch’s department; happy with the way it is going; you do a good job; if there is anything
you need, bring it up; I have heard that one member of the Board feels something is not right
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here; I think you are doing a great job and Mr. Welch is doing a good job; we are not talking
about budgets here tonight.
Chairman Bridle: the gear is in much better shape than when I was on the department; we had
patches on coats; you have done a much better job; I can see your point that you want to have
all the primary sets of gear; I like Mr. Welch’s idea on starting a capital improvement fund for
the gear, that is the way to go; you are doing a great job; keep doing the work making sure the
guys are protected; make sure they are safe; continue to work on gear.
Selectman Woolsey: what is the standard? Chairman Bridle: 10 years.
Selectman Woolsey: 10 years’ max. Chief Ayotte: we still have another 1 ½ years; primary
sets will be taken care of; we will accomplish what we need to.
Donation of CPR Manikin to Hampton Fire/Rescue from the Girl Scouts (Approx.
value $138.97)
Chief Ayotte: EMS Officer Nate Denio received a request for the donation from the girl scouts;
they went through the program; donate part of cookie sale profits; give back to community;
manikin gives instant feedback
Selectman Woolsey MOTIONED to ACCEPT the donation of the CPR Manikin to Hampton
Fire/Rescue from the Girl Scouts SECONDED by Selectman Barnes.
VOTE:

5-0-0

2018 1st Half Property Tax Warrant
Mr. Tinker: presented to you was the first half property tax warrant; the amount is $27,375,746
which represents an 8/10 of a percent increase; April 1st cutoff date; numbers may change
slightly, will not be drastic until next April.
Selectman Woolsey: are we sending a bill to the state? Mr. Tinker: no bill to the state.
Selectman Woolsey: that is too bad.
Selectman Waddell MOTIONED to APPROVE the 2018 1st Half Property Tax Warrant
SECONDED by Selectman Griffin.
VOTE:
VI.

5-0-0

Town Manager’s Report (1:13:57)
1. The Town Clerk’s Office will be closed on Wednesday, May16th for required State
Training
2. Please register your dog. All dog licenses expired on April 30th.
3. Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day is June 23rd. Please check the website
for specific information, as some things will not be collected.
4. The Post Office Food Drive is May 12th. Please leave non-perishable donations in
your mailbox.
5. Town Beach cleanup is complete.
6. The next election is in September and is a primary. Please check your party
affiliation, as changes must be made by June 4th
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7. Town Forest Cleanup is Saturday, May 12 from 9AM to 12 Noon. Volunteers
needed. For information and sign-up call 929-5808
8. The Board has been invited to participate in the Memorial Day exercises with the
American Legion on May 28, 2018; 8AM Hampton Beach Marine Memorial; 9AM
Hampton Falls Common; 10AM at North Hampton Parade; 11:30AM at the Hampton
Parade.
9. Public hearing on May 10, 2018 at Marston School 7PM-9PM dealing with the traffic
flow projects of Route 1A. Please attend.
10. Received a request for renewal of cable license; recommend Board appoint a cable
renewal committee; one Selectman; one member of the School Board; Town Manager
and/or Deputy Town Manager; Superintendent SAU 90; 2 members of cable
committee; 2 cable employees; 2 members of public.
11. Well 22 will be tested during the week of May 21.
Selectman Griffin: I recommend Mary-Louise
Selectman Waddell: stress that people take advantage of the Household Hazardous Waste
Collection on June 23, 2018. I am the Selectman’s representative to the Cable Committee, so
I would like to be the one to be on the Cable Renewal Committee.
Selectman Griffin MOTIONED to nominate Selectman Waddell to the Cable Renewal
Committee SECONDED by Selectman Barnes.
(no vote taken) VOTE:

0-0-0

Chairman Bridle: looking for two citizens from the public for the Cable Renewal Contract
Committee please get a hold of the Town Manger’s Office if interested.
VII.

Old Business (1:20:13)
Selectman Woolsey: the Planning Board was talking about giving up one of their nights to
meet; Mr. Welch discussed that both Boards meeting on neutral evening; Planning Board is
opened to sitting down.
Chairman Bridle: I will get hold of their Chair and see when we can meet; mutually agreed
upon.
Selectman Waddell: we will have a specific agenda for that, right? Chairman Bridle: yes
Selectman Waddell: so we are not coming in and just talking. Chairman Bridle: yes; will talk
with him about what he wants set up on the agenda and then get back to the Board.
Selectman Barnes: summarize news on Coakley and EPA; EPA orders changes to CLG
bedrock study; CLG shall prepare final work plan and submission of final report; conclusion
is what they are doing is not detailed enough and catered enough to what is going on; result of
all the work Rep. Mindy Messmer has done; great news.
Attorney Gearreald: one thing mentioned is Mr. Hull is going to follow up on a suggestion
we made through Prof. Ballesteros report to indicate there is a potential for flow to the south
and east; which is the direction of the Aquarion wells which have experienced PFC
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concentrations; EPA seems to recognize exploring whether or not through bedrock
investigations that materials have been flowing in those directions. Send a letter by this Board
encouraging the EPA to do that; letting them know we appreciate that and hope they will follow
through; sent a copy of article to Prof. Ballesteros; draft letter to respond to initiative.
Selectman Barnes: good; seems like we might have someone in our corner. Chairman Bridle:
thank Regina, Phil Bean, and Attorney Gearreald for working diligently on this; helping
Aquarion.
Selectman Woolsey: is the pretreatment equipment at Smutty Nose set up complete yet? Town
Manager Welch: no.
Selectman Woolsey: why not? Town Manager Welch: because it takes time to build
$1,000,000 worth of equipment.
Selectman Woolsey: yes, but we have had the brewery functioning for 5 years. Town Manager
Welch: they have been functioning at a reduced rate of BOD and CO; cannot function above
that rate, which is within our capacity to serve and does not hurt the plant; they are working on
the system and have indicated they will implement and put into effect; they cannot get a full
certificate until it is effect.
Selectman Waddell: I was in the building when the Town Manager, DPW had a meeting; they
were extremely forceful and extremely clear on exactly what could be done; they are on top of
it 100%.
Selectman Woolsey: want to clarify; on my prior term did not know that they had not done
the pretreatment on that plant. What about the Industrial Surcharge Fee on Smuttynose? Town
Manager Welch: without changing the complete sewer regulations we are not ready to do that
yet; have stand by charge if they want to increase their BOD, which they cannot do.
Selectman Woolsey: the Wright-Pierce report says Industrial Surcharge fee. Town Manager
Welch: Industrial Surcharge fee is not something that we just make up overnight; quite an
involved process; Board is going to get a complete set of regulations.
Selectman Woolsey: other towns are doing it; do not want it slipping through the cracks. Town
Manager Welch: we are working on it.
Chairman Bridle: we have the vote for the cost of living raise.
Selectman Woolsey: to clarify all new positions have already been compensated.
Chairman Bridle: any recent hire or recent promotion will stay at percentage they have; will
also over the summer will be looking at the job wage schedule and coming back with more on
that.
Selectman Barnes MOTIONED to give all non-union employees a 2% raise with exception of
Town Counsel who will receive 1% SECONDED by Selectman Waddell.
VOTE:
VIII.

5-0-0

New Business (1:28:35)
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Selectman Barnes: meeting was held and spoke about the protocol for this year; chairman
wanted an idea of what Town Management was expecting; what they could or could not work
with; consensus if it was ok by this Board, that as a long nothing gets out of hand that we would
grant permission to the Chairman and Vice Chairman to have access to the Town Manager,
Deputy Town Manager and Finance Director in some type of orderly fashion; stating what they
were requiring.
Chairman Bridle: as long as it is done in an orderly fashion.
Selectman Woolsey: so it is a way for them to ask for information they want for the committee;
in an orderly way.
Selectman Barnes: yes, we are circumventing it going from myself to the chair.
Chairman Bridle: that is fine, but if we have a problem we will go back to that.
Selectman Barnes: yes, it was discussed and they agreed.
Chairman Bridle: Selectman Griffin had to leave at 8:30PM.
State mandated purchase/installation of Flow Meters at WWTP $14,376
Town Manager Welch: we are under an order to do flow testing from the Church Street
pumping station to the WWTP; came up with system; cost is $14,376 and request to permit us
to take money from the wastewater system development account, so we do not have to raise
tax money.
Chairman Bridle: it is a single source bid. Town Manager Welch: yes, approved by the State.
Selectman Woolsey MOTIONED to APPROVE the State mandated purchase/installation of
Flow Meters at WWTP $14,376 SECONDED by Selectman Waddell.
VOTE:

4-0-0

Waivers
Purchasing Policy and Purchasing Procedures §718.4 (B),(2)
Purchasing Policy and Purchasing Procedures §718.5.1
Authorization for execution of Contract
Town Manager Welch: every three years we bid for uniforms for the DPW; for 2 years; cost
in excess of $32,515 and only two bids received; low bidder.
Selectman Woolsey MOTIONED to APPROVE the Waivers for Bid 2018-003 Uniform
Rental Services and the Authorization for the execution of the contract SECONDED by
Selectman Barnes.
VOTE:

4-0-0

Town Manager Welch: requested by everyone involved; have certificate saying the work has
been and reduce bond to 10% or $4,002.40.
Selectman Barnes MOTIONED to APPROVE the Cheshire Place Bond Reduction to 10%
($4002.40) SECONDED by Selectman Waddell.
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VOTE:

4-0-0

Town Manager Welch: made up draft agreement which has been run by the Conservation
Commission; they would like to make a change dealing with the harvesting of timber on the
property; once harvested if there is income from that, would like placed in the Conservation
Fund.
Selectman Woolsey: would like a print of the agreement to see configuration.
Selectman Waddell MOTIONED to APPROVE the Management Agreement with
Conservation Commission for the land at 230 Exeter Rd SECONDED by Selectman Woolsey.
VOTE:

4-0-0

Town Manager Welch: had conversation about tow zones; right of way runs past the front into
the back; should be a fire lane
Selectman Woolsey: it will be posted.
Town Manager Welch: yes
Selectman Barnes MOTIONED to APPROVE the Designation of “Fire Lane & Tow Zone” on
Right of Way at 518 Ocean Blvd to 514 Ocean Blvd Vehicle and Traffic §805-41 SECONDED
by Selectman Woolsey.
VOTE:

4-0-0

Town Manager Welch: called to our attention that there a quite a few cars parking on
Huckleberry; asphalt has deteriorated; stop parking; have to replace roadway; discourage
people from parking.
Selectman Barnes MOTIONED to APPROVE the Designation of “No Parking either side &
Tow Zone” Huckleberry Lane from Ocean Blvd to Bayberry Lane Vehicle and Traffic §80520 SECONDED by Selectman Woolsey.
VOTE:

4-0-0

Town Manager Welch: would like to withhold and send back to the drawing board; have
additional information; bring back a revision of the revision.
Chairman Bridle: will we see that next week. Town Manager Welch: yes.
Town Manager Welch: we had a request from the Regional Economic Development Center,
which is located in Exeter; we are not in their 2019 plan as we had not submitted anything; we
were asked to submit; trying to get something done on Winnacunnet Road for the schools;
submitted a request of $2,500,000 to rebuild Winnacunnet Road from Route 1 down to the
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corner; includes sidewalks, parking, school access; they have accepted that proposal and will
put it in the 2019 plan.
Chairman Bridle: good they are going to do that; school has spent a lot of money upgrading
schools; promote walk to school and riding bikes; have to have police officers for crossing; not
enough spots to park or drop people off.
Selectman Barnes: go onto the Aquarion website; looking for NH top environmental
volunteers; if anyone knows a person, non-profit or a company that has made a real difference
in the environment, specifically for water; announce winners June 7, 2018 at a special event at
the Victoria Inn, Hampton.
Chairman Bridle: is Aquarion still looking for people? Selectman Barnes: yes, advisory
committee.
Chairman Bridle: if anybody out there in the public is interested in being on the advisory
committee for Aquarion, please contact hem.
Selectman Woolsey: the shooting in the town forest has started up again; neighbors upset;
talked with Jay Diener; encourage conservation to identify all the conservation owned land;
get situation under control.
Chairman Bridle: has the police department received any complaints.
Town Manager Welch: no; asked the Chief to go back and look at complaints; he is the only
person who made a complaint, so far this year; wind blowing in wrong directions and there
was a heavy fire night at the North Hampton range
Chairman Bridle: there is a number of parcels privately owned; have no control over whether
people are firing on their property or not.
Town Manager Welch: had meeting with conservation; contact fish and game to find out what
they need for proper posting.
IX.
X.

Closing Comments
Adjournment
At 08:39 PM, the public session adjourned on MOTION made by Selectman Waddell,
SECONDED by Selectman Barnes.
VOTE:

4-0-0

_________________________
Rusty Bridle, Chairman
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